A simultaneous fit of parton distribution functions (PDFs) and electroweak parameters to HERA data on deep inelastic scattering is presented. The input data are the neutral current and charged current inclusive cross sections which were previously used in the QCD analysis leading to the HERAPDF2. 
Introduction
Data on deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of leptons from nucleons have been used for many years in many ways to test the Standard Model (SM) of the electroweak and strong interactions [1] and have been fundamental in unravelling the structure of nucleons. The electron-proton, ep, collider HERA extended the reach in the four-momentum-transfer squared, Q 2 , and in Bjorken x by several orders of magnitude with respect to previous fixed-target experiments [2] . At HERA, the values of Q 2 extend up to 50 000 GeV 2 , where the Z-exchange contribution is comparable to that of the photon exchange. This, together with the longitudinal polarisation of the electrons 1 in the beam, have made a significant test of the couplings of the Z to the quarks possible. The on-shell value of the electroweak mixing angle, sin 2 θ W , and of the mass of the W boson, M W , were also determined via a combined QCD and electroweak analysis.
The HERA collider was operated in two phases, HERA I: 1992-2000 and HERA II: [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . During the HERA II phase, the electron beams were longitudinally polarised to a level between 25 % and 35 %. A combination of all ZEUS and H1 inclusive data for zero polarisation was published and subject to a detailed QCD analysis [3] , yielding the parton distribution function (PDF) set HERAPDF2.0 and its variants. For the analysis presented here, the ZEUS HERA II data taken at the centre-of-mass energy of 318 GeV were used separated into sets with positive and negative polarisation as published by the ZEUS collaboration [4] [5] [6] [7] . All other data sets were used as originally published by H1 [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and ZEUS [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] for unpolarised beams.
Standard Model formalism
Inclusive deep inelastic ep scattering can be described in terms of the kinematic variables Q 2 , x Bj and y. The negative four-momentum-transfer squared, Q 2 , is defined as
, where k and k ′ are the four-momenta of the incoming and the scattered electron, respectively. The Bjorken scaling variable, x Bj , is defined as x Bj = Q 2 /2P · q, where P is the four-momentum of the incoming proton. In the quark-parton model (QPM) the kinematic variable x Bj is equal to the fractional momentum of the struck quark, x. The fraction of the electron energy transferred to the proton in the rest frame of the proton is given by y = P · q/P · k. At HERA energies, the masses of the incoming electrons (protons) with energies E e (E p ) can be neglected and the variables Q 2 , x Bj and y are related as Q 2 = sx Bj y, where s = 4E e E p is the square of the electron-proton centre-of-mass energy.
The components of the Standard Model necessary to describe the data are the electroweak (EW) theory and perturbative Quantum Chromo Dynamics (pQCD). At leading order, the EW theory supplies the cross sections for electron scattering from partons with electric charge, i.e. the quarks. The EW theory is subject to pQCD corrections, which already at next-to-leading order make the electron scattering sensitive to the gluons in the proton. The dynamics of the partons, quarks and gluons, are described via their PDFs. The PDFs provide the probability of finding a given parton with a momentum fraction x for an interaction at a given factorisation scale, µ f , which is usually chosen to be Q 2 . In pQCD, the PDFs evolve with Q 2 depending on the order of the strong coupling constant, α s , at which the perturbative series is truncated. The analysis presented in this paper was performed at next-to-leading order (NLO) in pQCD.
The ep cross sections measured at HERA were published after they were corrected for leading order (LO) quantum-electrodynamic (QED) radiative effects. These are dominated by initial-and final-state photon emission by the electron.
The neutral current (NC) cross section at all orders of pQCD for e ± p scattering can be written as [1] 
where α is the fine-structure constant,
2 ) are generalised structure functions. The sign in front of the xF 3 term is taken as positive for electrons and negative for positrons.
TheF 2 term in Eq. 1 is dominant at low Q 2 , where only the photon exchange is important. The longitudinal structure functionF L is only significant at very low Q 2 and irrelevant for this analysis. The xF 3 term starts to contribute significantly to the cross section at Q 2 values approaching the mass of the Z-boson squared, M 2 Z . The latter originates from γ/Z interference and Z exchange and results in a decrease (increase) of the e + p (e − p) cross sections, respectively.
The data were published as reduced cross sections which were defined for e − p and e + p NC scattering as
In this definition, the fine-structure constant is fixed to α 0 , i.e. at scale zero. The QED corrections applied to the data use a running α to correct the data accordingly.
The generalised structure functions depend on the longitudinal polarisation of the electron beam, which is defined as
where N R and N L are the numbers of right-and left-handed electrons in the beam.
In all orders, the functionsF 2 ± and xF 3 ± can be split into structure-function terms
where χ Z is the relative strength of Z exchange with respect to photon exchange. These structure functions depend on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z boson to the electron. The SM predictions for these couplings are v e = −1/2 + 2 sin 2 θ W and
Z was chosen for the analysis. In the on-shell scheme, this definition is valid to all orders and M W becomes
where
GeV is a constant [24] , G F is the Fermi coupling constant and ∆R accounts for radiative corrections, the running of α and bosonic loop corrections dominated by the influence of the mass of the top quark [24] .
The relative strength of Z exchange with respect to γ exchange depends on the on-shell sin 2 θ W and ∆R as
where M Z is the pole mass of the Z boson. The value of χ Z is 0.03 at Q 2 = 185 GeV 2 , the lowest value of Q 2 for which ZEUS published inclusive NC cross sections with polarised beams and increases to 1.1 at Q 2 = 50 000 GeV 2 . Since from Eqs. 4 and 5 polarisation only enters the structure functions via terms proportional to χ Z or χ 2 Z , it is evident that beam polarisation predominantly affects the cross sections at high Q 2 .
Although this analysis was performed at NLO in QCD, the dominant contributions of the data sets can be identified by considering the structure functions in the framework of the QPM. In this framework, the structure functions can be written in terms of sums and differences of the quark and anti-quark PDFs as
[xF γZ 3 , xF
where v q and a q are the respective vector and axial-vector couplings of the quark q to the Z boson, and e q is the electric charge of the quark. The PDFs of the quarks and anti-quarks are denoted q andq, respectively.
At any order in pQCD, all quarks kinematically accessible at HERA, i.e. all quarks except the top quark, have to be considered in Eqs. 8 and 9, but the sums are dominated by uand d-quark contributions. It is assumed throughout the analysis that all u-type quarks have the same couplings, as do all d-type quarks. The SM predictions for the couplings
For most of the HERA phase space, χ 2 Z ≪ χ Z and thus the influence of pure Z exchange is small. In addition, v e ≈ 0.04 is small. Thus in Eqs. 4 and 5 the axial-vector couplings are determined predominantly through the term −a e χ Z xF γZ 3 and the vector couplings through the term −P e a e χ Z F γZ 2 . Thus the data obtained with polarised electron beams are crucial for a precise determination of the vector couplings. Nevertheless, it is the combination of all data that provides the final precision.
The charged current (CC) cross sections provide direct information on M W . Taking polarisation into account, they can be written as
It follows from Eq. 6 that the coupling G F can be rewritten in terms of sin
Substituting G F into Eqs. 10 and 11 parameterises the dependence of the CC cross sections on sin 2 θ W .
Experimental setup
The analysis is based on inclusive cross sections for ep scattering published by the H1 [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and ZEUS [4] [5] [6] [7] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] collaborations for both the HERA II and HERA I periods. A description of all data sets, including their respective integrated luminosities was published previously [3] . All data sets were taken as input individually; data sets were not combined, in contrast to the HERAPDF2.0 analysis.
Polarised beams were available for the HERA II period from 2003 to 2007 when the electron beam energy was E e = 27.5 GeV and the proton beam was E p = 920 GeV, corresponding to a centre-of-mass energy of 318 GeV. The information on beam polarisation was used in this analysis for the corresponding ZEUS HERA II data sets; the H1 HERA II data sets were used as published for zero polarisation. The kinematic range of these ZEUS HERA II data, see Table 1 , is 185 < Q 2 < 51 200 GeV 2 , 0.0063 < x Bj < 0.75 for NC and 200 < Q 2 < 60 000 GeV 2 , 0.0078 < x Bj < 1.0 for CC interactions.
The electron beam in HERA became naturally transversely polarised through the SokolovTernov effect [25] . The characteristic build-up time in HERA was approximately 40 minutes. Spin rotators on either side of the ZEUS detector changed the transverse polarisation of the beam into longitudinal polarisation in front of the interaction point and subsequently back to transverse polarisation. The electron-beam polarisation was measured using two independent polarimeters, the transverse polarimeter (TPOL) [26, 27] and the longitudinal polarimeter (LPOL) [28] . Both devices exploited the spin-dependent cross section for Compton scattering of circularly polarised photons from electrons. The luminosity and polarisation measurements were made over time scales that were much shorter than the polarisation build-up time.
The total integrated luminosity for the ZEUS HERA II samples is about 300 pb −1 . The data were almost evenly divided between positive and negative beam polarisation. The ZEUS cross sections for polarised electron beams were published previously [4] [5] [6] [7] . For this analysis, the polarisation values were corrected using the final information on the polarimeters [29] . The relevant data sets and their polarisation values are listed in Table 1 .
The polarisation values do not differ by more than 0.3 % from the previously published values for any data set. The uncertainties on the integrated luminosities for all ZEUS HERA II samples were also re-evaluated using the final understanding of the luminosity system [30] . The uncertainty is 1.8 % for almost all data taking periods. The uncorrelated part of this uncertainty is 1 %.
Combined QCD and EW analysis
The analysis presented here was performed at NLO in QCD. The DGLAP [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] formalism was used to describe the evolution of the PDFs with Q 2 . The PDFs were parameterised at a starting scale of 1.9 GeV 2 . The analysis followed the method used to extract the set of PDFs called HERAPDF2.0 [3] and its variants. The cross sections as predicted by perturbative QCD were fitted to the measured cross sections and PDF parameters were determined through χ 2 minimisation. The fits were performed with the ZEUSFitter package 2 and cross-checked with the HERAFitter [37] package.
To extract electroweak parameters, either the couplings of the Z boson to the u-and dtype quarks or sin 2 θ W and M W were additional free parameters in the fit. The resulting
PDFs are called ZEUS-EW.
The PDG14 [24] value M Z = 91.1876 GeV was used throughout the analysis. The PDG14 on-shell value of sin 2 θ W = 0.22333 [24] and the corresponding SM couplings of the Z boson to u-and d-type quarks were used unless these quantities were free parameters in the fits. The vector couplings of the Z boson to electrons were calculated with the PDG14 on-shell value of sin 2 θ W and kept fixed throughout the analysis unless sin 2 θ W was a free parameter. In that case, all couplings of the Z were recalculated according to the SM formulas. The PDG14 value of M W = 80.385 GeV was used unless M W was a free parameter. The PDG14 value of G F = 1.1663787 · 10 −5 GeV −2 was used unless M W or sin 2 θ W were free parameters in the fit, see Eq. 12.
Only data with Q 2 ≥ 3.5 GeV 2 were considered in the analysis. This gives 2942 crosssection points, of which 501 (360 NC and 141 CC) are cross sections measured by ZEUS for polarised beams. Detailed information on these ZEUS data on cross sections for polarised beams are given 3 in Table 1 . The number of cross sections used as input to the analysis presented here is much larger than for HERAPDF2.0, because the data sets from ZEUS and H1 were not combined and, in addition, polarisation was considered for the ZEUS data sets as listed in Table 1 doubling the cross-section values for these data sets.
All QCD parameters and settings entering the analysis were chosen as for HERAPDF2.0 unless explicitly stated. The experimental uncertainty, denoted "experimental/fit" in the following, is the uncertainty determined by the fit using the Hessian method. The model uncertainties were computed exactly as for HERAPDF2.0, except for the strange-sea contribution, which was assumed to be a fixed fraction of the d-type sea.
The PDFs parameterised are the gluon distribution, xg, and the quark distributions in the general form
The quark distributions are the valence-quark distributions, xu v , xd v , and the u-type and d-type anti-quark distributions, xŪ , xD. The relations xŪ = xū and xD = xd + xs are assumed at the starting scale. A detailed discussion on this parameterisation ansatz can be found in the HERAPDF2.0 publication [3] . A slight deviation from the HERAPDF2.0 analysis is the reduction from 14 to 13 PDF parameters as described below.
The parameterisation of the proton PDFs chosen for ZEUS-EW is
The normalisation parameters, A uv , A dv , A g , are constrained by the quark-number sum rules and the momentum sum rule. The parameters BŪ and BD were replaced by a single B parameter for the sea distributions. The strange-quark distribution is expressed as an x-independent fraction, f s , of the d-type sea, xs = 0.4 xD at the starting scale. The parameter C ′ g is fixed to C ′ g = 25 [38] . The reduction to 13 parameters was implemented by replacing xŪ (x) = AŪ x BŪ (1 − x) CŪ (1 + DŪ x) used for HERAPDF2.0 with Eq. 17. The reduction to 13 PDF parameters for ZEUS-EW greatly improved the stability of the fits necessary to determine the parameterisation uncertainties.
A 13-parameter fit with fixed SM Z couplings, sin 2 θ W and M W , called ZEUS-13p, was performed as a reference. A fit with 13+4 parameters, called ZEUS-EW-Z, was used to extract the four couplings of the Z to u-and d-type quarks. Two (13+1)-parameter fits called ZEUS-EW-S and ZEUS-EW-W were used to extract sin 2 θ W and M W separately, while keeping the other one fixed. In addition, a (13+2)-parameter fit called ZEUS-EW-S-W was performed to extract simultaneously sin 2 θ W and M W . As cross-checks, fits in which the PDF parameters were fixed to ZEUS-13p and only the electroweak parameters were allowed to vary were also performed.
The parameterisation uncertainties for all fits were obtained by adding extra D and E parameters one by one to the fit. It was checked whether this caused a significant change in the result on the EW parameters. It turned out that only adding back the parameter DŪ or adding the parameter D g resulted in significant differences. If a (14+4)-parameter fit including the parameter DŪ would have been chosen for ZEUS-EW, the determination of the parameterisation uncertainties would have required (15+4)-parameter fits. Such fits were found to be too unstable to provide reliable uncertainties.
The parameter DŪ was added for the extraction of HERAPDF2.0 because it reduced the overall χ 2 by about 0.005 per degree of freedom to 1357/1131=1.200. The χ 2 per degree of freedom of ZEUS-13p is 3275/2929 = 1.118. If DŪ would have been added as a 14th parameter, a reduction of χ 2 similar to the reduction for HERAPDF2.0 would have been obtained. However, the instability of the (15+4)-parameter fits was considered to outweigh this minimal gain in χ 2 . The χ 2 /dof values of all ZEUS-EW fits are similar to the values for ZEUS-13p. As 14-parameter fits were used to evaluate the parameterisation uncertainties, the uncertainties associated with the DŪ are included.
All results were cross-checked with fits at NNLO QCD, which yielded compatible results. However, as the EW analysis is partially at LO, see below, a treatment of the PDFs at NLO was considered more consistent, because α 2 s is of the same order of magnitude as α.
The uncertainties on the polarisation as listed in Table 1 were taken into account in all fits presented in this paper. However, it was found that the effect of these uncertainties is negligible compared to the total experimental/fit uncertainty.
As described in Section 2, the reduced cross sections used as input to the analysis were published by the individual collaborations after QED corrections were applied. These corrections are mostly on the percent level, but reach 15 % for a few cross sections. The correction factors were calculated by producing Monte Carlo data sets for which radiative corrections were either turned on or off for comparison. This was done with the program Heracles [39] interfaced to the hadronisation programs within the program Djangoh [40] . However, the two collaborations did not use the Heracles program with exactly the same options. The ZEUS collaboration only corrected for LO initial-and final-state radiation of the electron. The H1 collaboration included the effects of quark radiation and Z self-energy [8] 4 . The difference introduced by these extra contributions is, however, always less than 1 % [42] . The H1 collaboration published [8] a cross-check with the programs Hector [43] and EPRC [41] and concluded that the uncertainties are below 2 % in all of the phase space. In addition, the effect of the exchange of two or more photons between the electron and the quarks, which was not implemented in Heracles, was found to be negligible. The H1 collaboration included phase-space-dependent uncertainties in the uncorrelated uncertainties of their published cross sections. The ZEUS collaboration did not assign any uncertainties to their QED corrections. As a cross-check, an extra uncertainty of the size assigned by H1 was also added to the uncorrelated uncertainties on the ZEUS cross sections for polarised beams. In all cases, the effect on the extracted EW parameters was negligible.
The published cross sections were not corrected for further electroweak effects by either ZEUS or H1. For the analysis presented here, electroweak effects were taken into account through ∆R as introduced in Eq. 6. It was computed with the program EPRC [41] , where weak box-diagrams, γ/Z interference and Z and W self-energies were taken into account. The running of α, relevant for the CC cross sections, is also absorbed in ∆R. They are also listed in Table 3 with their experimental/fit and total uncertainties and compared to SM predictions. Also listed are values obtained in a fit where the only free parameters were the Z couplings and the PDFs were fixed to ZEUS-13p. These values for the couplings are compatible to those obtained by ZEUS-EW-Z. This cross-check confirms that the determination of the Z couplings is essentially decoupled from the QCD part of the fit.
Couplings of the
Another fit, HPDF1, was performed with the Z couplings free and the PDFs fixed to HERAPDF2.0 NLO. The results, also listed in Table 3 , are in agreement with ZEUS-EW-Z. It should be noted that HERAPDF2.0 was extracted using a different value of sin 2 θ W . Therefore, a fit HPDF2 using this sin 2 θ W value was also performed. The result is also listed in Table 3 . The values agree well within uncertainties with those from the fit using the on-shell value.
The correlations between the four couplings obtained in ZEUS-EW-Z are listed as part of Table 2 . Two-dimensional scans were performed to obtain so-called profile likelihood contours. The two parameters under investigation were modified in small steps. For each point, a fit was performed to minimise χ 2 with respect to all other parameters. The χ 2 -values thus calculated were used to obtain 68 % C.L. contours. The results for the couplings a u , v u and a d , v d are shown in Fig. 5 5 . Figure 6 shows the 68 % C.L. contour plots for a u , a d and v u , v d . This illustration demonstrates very clearly that the HERA data constrain the couplings of the Z boson to the u quark significantly better than the couplings to the d quark. All measurements are compatible with the SM. The parameterisation uncertainties mostly arise from the DŪ parameter. As this parameter is constrained to be positive, the axial-vector couplings can only increase due to these uncertainties.
The results from ZEUS-EW-Z are compared to other measurements from LEP+SLC [44] , the Tevatron [45, 46] and from HERA I (H1) [47] in Figs. 7 and 8. The PDG14 value obtained from these measurements is also given in Fig. 8 . The ZEUS results on the axial-vector and vector couplings to u-type quarks are the most precise published single values.
Electroweak mixing angle and mass of the W boson
The SM cross sections depend on sin 2 θ W through three mechanisms:
1. through χ z , see Eq. 7;
2. through the normalisation factor from Eqs. 10 and 11 with G F rewritten as described in Eq. 12;
3. through the vector couplings of the Z to the quarks. The world average in PDG14 for the on-shell value is sin 2 θ W = 0.22333 ± 0.00011(total).
The (13+1)-parameter fit ZEUS-EW-S with
The measurement presented here is slightly high in comparison to the world average. The precision of this result is comparable to the experimental precision achieved in the neutrino sector [24, 48] . The advantage of the present extraction is that the nuclear effects that have to be taken into account in the analysis of neutrino heavy-target data are not present in ep data. A cross-check was performed with the PDF parameters fixed to ZEUS-EW-13p. The result is sin 2 θ W = 0.2241 ± 0.0009 (experimental/fit), which is compatible with the result from ZEUS-EW-S.
The three mechanisms as listed above influence the result to different degrees. The first mechanism exploits the NC data. The influence of the second mechanism was tested by fixing G F to its PDG14 value in Eqs. 10 and 11. This removed the influence of the CC data and resulted in an increase of the experimental/fit uncertainty by a factor of three. This demonstrates that both NC and CC data contribute significantly to the full precision. The influence of the third mechanism was found to be negligible by fixing the couplings to their SM values. Fig. 9 . The two sets of PDFs agree very well. The predictions of ZEUS-EW-S are compared to the reduced CC cross sections in Figs. 10 and 11 for e + p and e − p scattering, respectively. In both cases, data with positive and negative beam polarisation are shown separately; ZEUS-EW-S describes the data well.
The PDFs of ZEUS-EW-S are compared to the PDFs of ZEUS-EW-Z in
The sin 2 θ W (M Z ) value obtained with ZEUS-EW-S can be converted to a value of the effective weak mixing angle [24] . The result is given in Table 4 and is shown in Fig. 12 together with the SM prediction [49] for the running of sin 2 θ eff W . The prediction was computed using the boson and fermion masses and the couplings as listed in PDG14.
An additional three fits were performed with the data separated into three Q 2 bins from 200 to 1000, 1000 to 5000 and 5000 to 50 000 GeV 2 , using all data available in each range. The scales of the measurement were taken as a log-average Q 2 value of the given bin. These bins were chosen such that the uncertainties are about equal; cross sections for Q 2 < 200 GeV 2 were found to be insensitive to sin 2 θ W . The PDF parameters were fixed to the values determined by the ZEUS-EW-S fit. The resulting on-shell sin 2 θ W values and the corresponding [49] values of sin 2 θ eff W are listed in Table 4 together with the values for all data. Also listed are the associated scales. Uncertainties are given for the fits themselves and due to the PDF parameters, model and parameterisation uncertainties added in quadrature, as determined by ZEUS-EW-S. The corresponding effective sin 2 θ W values are shown together with the result from ZEUS-EW-S in Fig. 12 . Also shown are measurements from LEP+SLC [44] , D0 [50] , CDF [51] , CMS [52] , ATLAS [53] and LHCb [54] , all at the scale of the Z mass, as well as a fixed-target neutrino-nucleon measurement from NuTeV [48] , a fixed target electron-electron measurement from E158 [55] and the result from atomic caesium [56] [57] [58] at lower scales. This is the first time that data from a single experimental configuration were used to determine sin 2 θ W at different scales. The result is compatible with the predicted running of the effective sin 2 θ W . This t-channel determination is in agreement with the PDG14 value of 80.385±0.015 GeV, which is dominated by s-channel processes. The result presented here is a substantial improvement compared to a result published by H1 using HERA I data [47] .
Finally, a fit ZEUS-EW-S-W was performed with 13 free PDF parameters and both sin 2 θ W and M W as free parameters and with G F rewritten as described in Eq. 
Summary and conclusions
A combined QCD and electroweak analysis was performed based on all HERA ep inclusive scattering data, exploiting the beam polarisation for ZEUS data taken during the years 2004 to 2007 during the HERA II period with a centre-of-mass energy of 318 GeV. The kinematic range of these ZEUS HERA II data is 185 < Q 2 < 51 200 GeV 2 , 0.0063 < x Bj < 0.75 for NC and 200 < Q 2 < 60 000 GeV 2 , 0.0078 < x Bj < 1.0 for CC interactions.
The couplings of the Z boson to u-and d-type quarks were determined by a QCD plus EW fit with 13 parameters for the PDFs and 4 parameters for the Z couplings. The resulting set of PDFs is compatible with a 13-parameter QCD-only fit and HERAPDF2.0. The correlations between the PDF and coupling parameters are small. Data Set 2 and for all data. Experimental/fit (exp) uncertainties are given as determined by the one-parameter fits for each bin or ZEUS-EW-S, respectively; model and parameterisation uncertainties as determined by ZEUS-EW-S were added in quadrature and are denoted as PDF uncertainties. They are identical for on-shell and effective values at the accuracy given. 
